
 

Town of Stoughton 
Energy & Sustainability Committee (ESC) 

Meeting Minutes 
December 2, 2015 

 
 
 
The meeting began at 7:06 PM in the Yaitanes Conference Room at the Stoughton Town Hall. 
 
Attendees  Members: Dave Billo, Tony Philips, Jill Somers and Holly States   
  
 
General Discussion:    

 
1. Jill mentioned that the DPW has a new Superintendent named Tom Fitzgerald as John Batchelder has retired. 
2. She thought it would be good timing to reach out to Tom to introduce ourselves and get a sense of his 

thoughts and commitment regarding recycling and grant opportunities. 
3. Dave discussed how Prism became the lead project manager for the ERP as they’re pre-approved consultants 

that work with the Utility Companies as Priority Expeditors(PEX) and were paid by Columbia Gas to work on 
the audit. 

4. Dave also mentioned that he spoke with Paul Hurley from Prism about potentially working with the town of 
Stoughton if they get designated a Green Community as they have experience coordinating with the Utilities 
on projects that the grant money could be used for and maximizing the incentives. 

5. Dave said that Paul is interested in sitting in or calling into one of our meetings to answer any questions or 
concerns we might have regarding the grant process. 

6. The Committee agreed that the process might be out of our hands if the Town takes control on how to 
proceed if designated. 

7. Holly thought the DOER would play a major role in the grant process going forward. 
8. The Committee also agreed that the deadline to have proposals from the town to the DOER was rather tight. 
9. Holly also mentioned that Joyce Husseini said that the Town master plan regarding the buildings might have 

some money set aside on related projects from the ERP. 
10. Jill mentioned that the Town mechanic also retired and wondered how that would impact us going forward. 
11. Dave mentioned that Joe Scardino said a new hotel is being built on Page Street near Boston Interiors and 

they’re requiring them to install charging stations. He also said he asked the Mobil gas station owners about 
doing the same when it is rebuilt. 

12. Jill said it was important to reach out to Town Manager immediately after designation and setup potential 
meetings regarding process. 

13. Committee discussed how soon the designation would be rewarded and how many towns applied this round. 
14. Holly mentioned she sent a thank you email to Reggie and cc’d Michael Hartman for the Vehicle inventory. 
15. Jill also mentioned that if Stoughton is designated a Green Community to reach out to Mark Snyder, the 

Journal and PennySaver so the Town is fully aware of the importance of this achievement. 
16. Holly said she would also have an article ready if designated. 
17. The Committee also mentioned the possibility of using the DPW signage for the designation announcement. 
18. Tony mentioned the billboard on Route 24 as a possibility. 
19. Jill mentioned the interest of Nathan Cleveland as a new member. 
20. Tony mentioned if there would be work to be done for new members 
21. Jill mentioned how involved the SESC would be in Annual Reporting. 
22. Holly thought the Committee would be more like facilitators in the process going forward. 
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23. Dave talked about how Seth Pickering’s role would be in the process and gathering as much info once the 
grant is awarded. 

24. The Committee agreed to meet next on December 16 but could potentially meet earlier if Stoughton is 
designated before that date. 

25. Dave mentioned how Ani was impressed with the way National Grid and Columbia Gas worked together on 
the project. 

26. He also mentioned Ani reached out to Pamela McCarthy about coordinating a combined audit with Stoughton 
business owners targeting high energy users. 

27. Jill mentioned if the data from these audits were measurable in relation to cost and emission. 
28. Dave talked about the committee reaching out to those businesses and possibly having a meeting in February 

discussing the results of the audits with the ones that went through the process. 
 
 
Action Items: 
 

(a) Call Michael Hartman regarding potential designation(DB) 
 

(b) Call DPW regarding possible Signage usage for Designation Announcement(JS) 
 

(c) Reach out to Stoughton business owners regarding potential energy audits(Committee Members) 
 

(d) Wait for Grant Designation(Committee Members) 
           
 

 
Adjournment and Next Meeting: 
The meeting adjourned at 8:25 PM.  The next meeting will take place on Wednesday, December 16, 2015, at 7:00 PM 
at Stoughton Town Hall.  The location of the meeting room will be announced next week. 
 
 
Signed as approved and accepted minutes: 

   

T. Phillips, Secretary  Date 
 
[TP] 


